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1. Informational Speakers – Shannon Hash, Alpha Fire Suppression Systems, Inc. 
• Shannon provided background info about his own experience and the 

history of Alpha Fire Suppression Systems, Inc. – locally owned in 
Sonoma County 25+ years 

• Has helped homeowners and builders get on the right track for the last 
nine months, despite having pre-fire backlog of booked contracts 

• Has own residential and commercial teams for design and install 
• Link to livestream on Facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/ShirleeZane/videos/10214457559487442/  If 
anyone has any additional questions for Shannon Hash, please email him 
at info@alphafiresystems.com 

Q&A’s * SH=Shannon Hash, BC=Block Captain 

Neighbor installing system w/1 ½ inch line to the water main – were told they needed a 
pump because pressure was not adequate. 

• We’ve installed systems in a couple of houses up in Fountaingrove and the water 
pressure in those houses seems to be fine. If you’re questioning need for pump 
and tank due to additional cost, there are other avenues – different designs. 
Value engineering can be done. (Value engineering (VE) is a systematic method 
to improve the "value" of goods or products and services by using an 
examination of function. Value, as defined, is the ratio of function to cost. Value 
can therefore be increased by either improving the function or reducing the cost.) 

When you say pressure is “fine,” what does that mean? 

• Just did a house near old fire station and psi was about 56. It’s more than 
enough at 50 psi to design a house system. 

• We’ve used residential shut-off valve and domestic shut-off valve, so when a 
sprinkler trips it cuts of domestic source which saves five gallons. May not sound 
like much, but it makes a difference.  

• Has had two or three meetings with City fire department to make sure everyone 
is on the same page as to what is required in order to value engineer a house. 

• According to City of Santa Rosa Asst. Fire Marshall Ian Hardage, at the moment 
there are many valves shut down in the area to avoid overflow. They will be 
turned back on and pressure will increase. 

If pump and tank are required to support sprinkler system, what is size and cost? 



• We are doing everything we can to avoid having to require those. It’s a last ditch 
effort for sprinkler system. Average tank is roughly about 6’ x 6’ x 2 ½’. Can fit 
inside garage against the wall. Per code, needs to provide a minimum of a ten 
minute supply – roughly 300-400 gallons, depending on sprinkler layout and 
demand. Pump is built into tank itself – accessible from outside, but built in. 
 

Are pumps backed up by batteries? 
• No and that’s why we are really pushing to not get tanks and pumps. We’re doing 

everything we can as a company to not require the pump and tanks because we 
can’t control the power. 

 
We’ve heard the system is not really meant to fight wildfires — it’s only meant to buy 
more time to help you exit safely – e.g., in the event of a kitchen fire. Even if there isn’t a 
loss of power, the system is not going to save your house, correct? 

• SH:Yes 
• BC: Regulations are there to protect you from domestic events, and not the rare 

event of the wildfire. Don’t think anyone wants to pay for a system that is capable 
of saving your house from a wildfire. 

• SH: There was a FEMA pamphlet floating around asking homeowners to provide 
E protection. Per code is not required with sprinklers. 

 
If there any requirement that is different being in a WUI zone? 

• To an extent. If you have an outside overhang that is greater than four feet, or a 
deck that includes an outdoor kitchen, we will protect that if you have that 
covered. If it’s an open trellis, it’s not required. 

 
Sounds like you’re super booked. Are you booked out three years?  

• No. We have our own residential installers and our own residential designers. 
We’ve had work on the books from large companies involving three story 
apartment buildings in American Canyon that’s just starting. But we’re also 
keeping a crew here for houses that were booked from last year. 
 
We have no problem giving quotes, as long as there is a general contractor that 
is providing a timeline that we can meet — it won’t be a problem. I’m not here to 
push our business. I’m just here to answer questions and help out as much as 
possible. 

 
What other mitigation is there to avoid needing a pump/tank if you’re right on the line? 

• Upsize line to the house, loop a system without any extra elbows and run a loop 
system on house and that will eliminate the backflow preventer. Has to be tied 
into toilet – or two toilets, if it’s a two-story house. Different avenues to eliminated 
backflow preventer – that reduces the pressure. New meters are called an IPearl 
— digital reader. New meters are better than elbows. Less loss of pressure – ten 
pounds can be lost between meter and backflow preventer. City requires this 
type of meters. 
 



Meetings with fire departments – to figure out best plan of attack is. There have 
been three changes with fire department. Digging up street is last minute resort. 
Believe its  

 
Do you put the lines to the house? 

• No. City takes you to the meter, then your plumber brings you to back of meter, 
across the sidewalk to your backflow preventer and from the preventer to your 
house. We just size everything to make sure it’s capable of supplying the 
pressure and flow. 

 
Do you design systems or just install? 

• We design and install. 
 
Average or price range? High and low of what you’ve seen so far. Can you lead us 
through the process? What lead time do you need?  

• Averaging low side $3.50 to $5.00 per sq ft. Depends on number of rooms, size 
of house – there’s several factors. Ideally, once you have plan approval, we 
would like to get set of plans — usually within a week or so we can provide 
quote. At that time, if you’re in agreement with the quote, contract gets signed, 
and we get you on the list. We want to know when the foundation is going in and 
when the framing will be started. We have a timeline with the fire dept. — they’re 
roughly at five to ten days of turning around approved plans for fire survivors. 
Once approved, property owner gets plans. Let them know once your cans are 
set for your electrical. One of our pet peeves is aesthetics are important to us. 
We don’t like seeing one light over here and a sprinkler head over there not in 
alignment. We pride ourselves on this. What typically happens…contractor will 
say my electrician is going to start Monday and it’s going to take them 7-10 days 
to set the cans. We want to line them up with the cans. 

 
When you say $3.50-$5.50 that’s per square foot of the house? 

• Correct. We are sprinkling the garage and all the rooms of the house. Exceptions 
(per code): closets that are under three square feet or 24 sq ft total; bathrooms 
that are under 55 sq ft as long as there isn’t any combustibles in the bathrooms. 
We usually sprinkle the bathrooms anyway.  
 

Does that pricing include all the parts and the labor? 
• That price includes design, materials, and installation. We are complete shop. 

 
Would you say that the timing as being right after the cans are set is pretty typical 
across the industry? 

• SH: Yes. At least on our side. Not all contractors do that, but we are one of them.  
• BC: Some get done earlier because they’re less traffic. I’ve heard some say 

they’ll do ducting first, then sprinklers, and then electrical 
• SH: Yes, we can do it before cans are set as long as they mark the location on 

the floor so we can measure off of them. 
 



What is the price of the pump and the tank? 
• Rough price – the City of Santa Rosa Fire Dept. said it has to be tied into your 

domestic also. With that being said, the new rough proposal is anywhere from 
$7500 up to $9000. That’s installed.  
 

Are you getting calls asking for cost estimates for insurance? 
• Yes. 

 
What is the minimum psi you can work with before you would need a pump & tank? 

• We’re getting systems to work with 50 psi. There’s a lot of intangibles for that. 
One being what size is the street main to the meter? If it’s one inch, it’s not a 
problem. Coffey Park had ¾” and we’re getting that to work with 60 psi. With that 
being the case, I lose roughly 12-15 psi and 15-20 feet of pipe just from the street 
main to the meter. And I haven’t even gone through the backflow preventer yet 
and up to the house. Without knowing exactly what you have, I can’t be specific 
without a calculation. Single story vs. two stories require different calculations. 
Start losing pressure with ¾” and two story house, but we’re making those work. 
 

I’m sharing a T with a neighbor so I guess I’m okay assuming he doesn’t do anything? 
• Code states its each individual house. Odds are you have a one inch line coming 

over to your two meters and it splits off – quite a few of those in Coffey Park 
which helped out with the calculations. You’ll still get a new meter, have a one 
inch going across sidewalk to your new backflow, from there we’ll upsize going to 
two inch over to the house, and then from two inch you’ll have a main shut-off, 
and then you’ll have a T for your domestic with another shut-off and then our 
riser assembly above that. 

 
I would like to use my pool as the tank, will I need a special pump? 

• The pool will be extra storage. Are you in the County? You’ll have a draft hydrant 
set up off of your pool. You’ll still need a pump and tank because there isn’t any 
pressure behind your pool.  
 
Can’t use chlorinated water.  

 
This is an ozone pool… 

• Haven’t done one like that. Will have to look into that. You’re going to have a 
pump and tank on your well anyway to make sure that covers the sprinkler 
demand.  

 
Question for another BC: Are you passed this point? Have you gotten your pressure 
reading at the street? Do you know what it is? 

• BC: Plans have been submitted to contractor and I’ve asked him to let me know if 
I need a pump and tank because I want to explore every option out there. We 
just poured our foundation today, so…My assumption is that the pressure is at 
about 40 based on other areas that I know and the hydrant in front of my house. 



We’re having a pressure test done Friday or Monday. Is that when they determine what 
the pressure is? 

• It depends on who is doing it. I’m guessing the sprinkler contractor already had 
some sort of reading prior to design. 

Are there any special requirements going beyond two stories? We’re actually 2 ½ 
stories. 

• No, it’s based on the elevation from your meter.  

So we won’t know until we’re well into this. How can we budget? 

• You can still budget. You can tell me you have a 3000 sq ft house, can you give 
me a budget? I’m going to tell you $15,000. It’s going to be on the upper end, but 
you’re going to be covered for the most part.  

Do steep roof pitches affect anything? 

• It does for spacing.  Steep roof pitches, we have to increase our flow.  

Are there fire sprinklers in the attic space? 

• Per code, there is one sprinkler head located at or near your attic access, 
depending on relation to whether or not you have an HVAC unit up there. 
Sometimes one will work, other times two will be installed. 

• Research and tests have determined that a two head calculation – which would 
be found in a 16x12 room – will put out 26 gallons a minute. This is enough to 
suppress a fire long enough the residents to vacate and the fire department to 
arrive. 

In attic – is it a flexible plastic line or copper? 

• It is a fire-rated CPVC (Chlorinated polyvinyl chloride is a thermoplastic produced 
by chlorination of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) resin, which is significantly more 
flexible and can withstand higher temperatures than standard PVC). Takes a 
blow torch for about five minutes to make it basically melt. It’s orange. Strictly 
meant for fire sprinklers. But it is allowed to be used in your underground if you 
plumber wants to install that vs. PVC or copper. It is drinking water safe.  

Do systems have to be inspected annually? 

• No. Per code, it does not as of right now. State of California is pushing to have 
an extra line item added to required codes and testing, so it is coming, but no 
expectation of timing. Imagine existing homes would be grandfathered in. 

Do you recommend an annual, biannual or every five year inspection? 

• It’s a lot for a homeowner to perform an inspection. Because it’s a local alarm 
only – a 6” bell on the outside of garage, front of your house, or under your eave 
– you can run it yourself. Let it run for a few minutes, flushes the system out. 
Rings the bells, annoys your neighbors and then you’re good to go. Bell is about 



90 decibels. And yes, you’ll all going to have one of those. And there will be horn 
strobes – flashing beacon with audible alarm. 

What causes the sprinkler system to go off? 

• Heat. (How much heat?) Big misconception is that if one sprinkler goes off, they 
all go off. This is not the case. It depends on where the heat builds up. If the 
head closest to the source of heat cannot suppress the fire enough, and the fire 
continues to grow and heads across the room, the sprinkler head above there will 
go off.  

• Temp heads on the sprinklers require 155 or 165 degrees of continuous heat to 
set off. 

• Attic heads have a higher temp head 

When does it turn off? 

• It won’t turn off until you shut it off. On underground that comes in there is a shut-
off for both domestic and sprinklers. If you ever work on your sprinklers, it’s 
designed so that you cannot use your domestic which forces you to turn 
sprinklers back on.  

Can you turn them back on yourself? 

• No. Fire department will have to turn them back on. When sprinklers go off, the 
head plate pops off and reveals spearhead. Each install comes with a box of 
replacement spearheads. Fire department will pull out spearhead and replace it, 
along with the plate that popped off. 

• Plates manufactured by Senju Industry – have the lowest flow in the  

Miscellaneous: 

• Plates come in a variety of finishes, including faux wood grain.  
• Can be matched with paint chip of ceiling paint 
• Sprinkler heads have to be inspected before sheetrock goes up 
• Once sheetrock and paint up and homeowner ready for final inspection, Alpha 

comes and trims everything out and presents plans, instructions, and 
replacement heads to homeowner. 

• Exposed sprinkler head is minimally less expensive than those w/plates 
• Use one inch piping  
• Placement near fireplaces – code requires minimum of 60” from front of unit and 

36” away from sides. 
• There are minimum code standards in place related to heat diffusers found in 

home 
• Have been approved by UAL fire industry standards 

 

2. Selecting Future Speakers – The group approved the following speakers: 
• 8-23 Fire Marshall Scott Moon & Gabe Osburn 

Ø Defensible space 



• 8-30 Caerleon Safford, Public Information Specialist, Sonoma County Fire 
& Emergency Services; Coordinator, Fire Safe Sonoma County 

Ø Hardening structures – materials to use in a rebuild 
Ø  County’s defensible space requirements 

• 9-6 ORR Community Recovery Planning Meeting 
• TBD – September – Representative from Senator McGuire’s office 

Ø FYI, he will be pushing for an extension of ALE as he has done 
successfully in Lake County the last two years 

• TBD Scope Writers/Fire Claim Assistance Groups 
Ø Professionals who comb through Xactimate report provided by 

insurance company 
 

3. Updates/Announcements/Follow-Up Items 
 

• United Policyholders 10-12 Month Survey – purpose is to continue 
tracking progress and problems, gather information about insurance and 
recovery; http://uphelp.org/northbayfires 

• Habitat for Humanity Wildfire Rebuild Programs & Potential Future 
Funding https://www.habitatsoco.org/what-we-
do/wildfire_rebuild_programs/ 

 

 


